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Fast knockdown, often in as little as 4 days.

Sharper, more intense weed control than glyphosate alone.

A unique new chemistry, ideal for resistance management.

Unique AgCelence™ benefits and superior disease control.

Growers report better seed quality, higher yield and improved harvestability.

Yields boosted by an average of 5 bu/ac or 11% in 175 trials over the past 7 years.

Powerful activity against resistant kochia and cleavers.

Control of 11 kinds of weeds, including wild mustard and volunteer canola.

Adequate grass control.

Premium weed control.

Contains multiple modes of action for resistance management.

Fast and Fierce, it’s the ultimate burndown.

Weeds have a new enemy.

Push your peas to new limits.
When Canadian growers introduced peas to the prairies, BASF herbicides made it possible. And our products are still pushing the range of possibilities with innovations that help you get the most from every year acre. 

Our newest post-emergent herbicides deliver dramatically stronger broad-spectrum weed control. Plus, we’ve created a powerful new fungicide and a burndown that now far more than disease control. The result is a complete lineup that gives your peas the best opportunity to flourish and yield.
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Chris VanderKant
Marketing Manager – Western Herbicides

Always read and follow label directions.